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The idea for this book probably began on the day the picture on the cover was taken, during the protest of Indian domestic workers demanding the ratification of C189 (Convention No. 189 concerning Decent Work for Domestic Workers). Sabrina’s participation on that day inspired us to attempt to connect that protest to similar situations we had witnessed in other parts of the world: what was different and what was similar in the experiences of these domestic workers demanding apparently the same thing, but in different contexts? The first thank you thus goes to our friend and colleague Sonal Sharma, who accompanied Sabrina to that demonstration on the Jantar Mantar Road in New Delhi on 7 January 2014.

Another big thank you goes to Anna Triandafyllidou, and to all other colleagues at the Robert Schuman Centre of the European University Institute in Florence who encouraged Sabrina to dare to submit an application for such an ambitious project. Their comments and support have been amazing, from the design of the project to its very first steps. Thanks also to the coordinators of the Research Network for Domestic Workers’ Rights, with whom Sabrina shared her initial ideas. We all thank the Administrative Staff and the Faculty of Department of Philosophy and Cultural Heritage of Ca’ Foscari University of Venice for their inestimable support on our work for this project, in all phases of the research.

A very big thank you also to a long list of all the other people who read the project proposal and to those who commented on the first draft of the book manuscript (and sometimes both!): Margarita Barañano Cid, Laura Bartolini, Margot Béal, Barbara G. Bello, Eileen Boris, Davide Calenda, Rosie Cox, Kostantinos Eleftheriadis, Silvia Federici, Ruby Gropas, Caterina Francesca Guidi, Eléonore Lépinard, Ingo Linsenmann, Helma Lutz, Luca Nutarelli, Timea Pal, Karin Pape, Flavia Piperno, Valeria Ribeiro Corossacz, Alexandra Ricard-Guay, Anna Rosinska, Raffaella Sarti, Helen Schwenken, Cristina Vega Solís and Francesca A. Vianello. Their suggestions have been very precious to us.

We also want to thank all the other scholars who served on our advisory board: Luz Gabriela Arango Gaviria, Jurema Brites, Aurora De Dios,
Donatella Della Porta, Dirk Hoerder, Eleonore Kofman, Pei-Chia Lan, Daria Mendola, Rachel Parreñas, Neetha Pillai, Maria Grazia Porcedda, Ruth Rubio Marin and Ilse Van Liempt. They supported the project and offered their advice at various stages of its development. Special thanks to Gloria Wekker for the inspiration.

Above all, writing this book would not have been possible without the collaboration of Anna Di Bartolomeo, Beatrice Gusmano and Vincenza Perilli as members of the DomEQUAL research group in Venice. They have been exceptional teammates on the road to realizing this goal. Thanks. We also want to mention Myrssini Antoniou, Sophie Roumat, Caterina Sartori, Heleen Schroeder and Paul Sheppard, who have collaborated with the copy-editing, video production and web design. A special thank you also to Neil Howard, Penelope Kyritsis, Katharina Lenner and Cameron Thibos, and to Open Democracy/Beyond Trafficking and Slavery, with whom we joined forces to produce the documentary film and book Domestic Workers Speak.

At the same time, we would not have had anything to write about if it weren’t for the work done by Thays Almeida Monticeli, María Gabriela Alvarado Pérez, Beatrice Busi, María Fernanda Cepeda Anaya, Madhurima Das, Pei Chieh Hsu, Silvina Monteros Obelar, Marlene Seiffarth and Verna Dinah Q. Viajar. They did a great job in collecting the interviews and giving us every possible opportunity to gain further insights into their national contexts. In this respect we also want to thank Teresita Borgonos, Mylene Hega and Mina Tenorio in the Philippines. In Italy, Charito Basa and Raffaella Maioni offered us an amazing source of local knowledge and insight. Thanks also to Lokesh, Divya Jain and Juan Sebastian Yanez Paz, Sabrina’s research assistants during preliminary fieldwork periods in India and Ecuador. We also want to thank the International Labour Organization officers Gianni Rosas, Claire Hobden and Maria Gallotti and the workers’ representatives who welcomed and supported Daniela at the International Labour Conferences in Geneva in 2018 and 2019.

It is also important to us to express our gratitude for the participation of all the academics, experts and workers who joined the workshops organized by our country experts in Rio de Janeiro and Quito (September 2017), Bogotá and Hamburg (October 2017), Rome and Madrid (December 2017) and Taipei and Quezon City (January 2018). Likewise, we want to thank scholars and activists who joined the symposiums we organized in Venice: ‘Global Views on Paid Domestic Work’ (March 2017), ‘The Global Struggle for Domestic Workers’ Rights’ (June 2017) and ‘The Challenges of Intersectionality’ (March 2018). Furthermore, we have received precious inputs from the activists who joined our stakeholders’ workshop in Venice (June 2017): Marcelina Bautista Bautista, Marissa Begonia, Zita Cabais, Ip
Fish, Luciana Mastrocola, Ai-Jen Poo, Elizabeth Tang, Nerisa F. Valerio and Myrtle Witbooi. All these opportunities for feedback and discussion were fundamental to enabling us to elaborate on the theory and methodology behind this book.

Equally important to the writing of this manuscript was the feedback we got on early drafts of various parts of this book that we presented as papers in the following conferences: the ATGENDER (European Association for Gender Research, Education and Documentation) Spring Conference in Vilnius and the IV Congreso latinoamericano y caribeño de ciencias sociales in Salamanca in 2017; the ECPR (European Consortium for Political Research) Joint Sessions’ workshop in Nicosia, the International Sociological Association’s conference in Toronto, the 10th European Feminist research conference in Göttingen, and the IV Congress of AIBR (Network of Iberoamerican Anthropologists) in Granada in 2018; the ‘International Intersectionality Conference’ in Los Angeles, the ‘Feminist Alliances: The Discourses, Practices and Politics of Solidarity among Inequalities Conference’ in Florence, the ‘Global Carework Summit’ in Lowell and the ‘Global Labor Migration’ conference in Amsterdam in 2019; and finally, the ‘Genere e r-esistenze in movimento’ conference in Trento in 2020. Thanks to the chairs and discussants in our sessions. We also want to thank the editors and the anonymous peer-reviewers with whom we discussed earlier elaborations of our thoughts: Rossella Ciccia, Elisabeth Evans, Rossella Ghigi, Eléonore Lépinard, Alice Mattoni, Elena Pavan and Catherine Rottenberg.

Last but not least, our warmest thanks go to the community of domestic workers’ rights activists who, since the very beginning, have given all possible means of support to our project. Thus our thanks goes to Elizabeth Tang and Myrtle Witbooi as representatives of the International Domestic Workers Federation. Thanks also to all the leaders and activists who have been interviewed by the country experts and whose names are listed in the Appendix to this book. Thanks to all these women, for their energy, knowledge and political vision, which have been the main source of inspiration for us in writing the pages which follow.